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Abstract—Responsive design enhances user experience by
adapting layout and content to different display factors. However,
existing tools for authoring responsive design primarily adapt to
screen width only, and they either rely on predefined templates
or require significant manual effort. To expedite responsive
design creation, we introduce an authoring tool called DocDancer.
DocDancer supports creating ultra-responsive documents where
both layout and content adapt to multiple factors (screen width,
font properties, customer segments, etc), and provides layout
suggestions based on user-provided content and popular respon-
sive patterns. A comparative user study with 16 participants
shows that authoring responsive documents in DocDancer takes
significantly less time and effort than a commercial tool.

Index Terms—responsive design; authoring tools; user inter-
face; hypermedia creation

I. INTRODUCTION

Responsive document design adapts page layout based on
screen width to enhance the readability and aesthetics [1]. Here
we use document to encompass web pages and document-like
forms comprising multiple text and visual elements [2]. How-
ever, solely adapting documents to screen width is insufficient
for optimizing user experience. Additional contextual factors
(e.g., font size, line spacing, internet bandwidth [3]–[7]) should
also be integrated into responsive design, e.g., low-bandwidth
users may require a basic version of websites with fewer
images [8], [9], and elderly users might benefit from a special
menu layout [10]. To distinguish from the responsive design
that only adapts to screen width, we use ultra-responsive to
describe document behaviors that respond to any contextual
factor changes. Existing authoring tools [11], [12] offer limited
support for creating ultra-responsive documents. To facilitate
efficient exploration of the ultra-responsive design space, we
propose a novel authoring tool called DocDancer to examine
responsive layout options at the late design stage.

Different from existing tools focusing on static layouts,
DocDancer assigns responsive patterns to content groups and
adapts layouts to responsive factors. DocDancer also supports
multiple responsive patterns to be assigned to the same group
and selectively displays patterns based on active regions
(user-specified responsive factor value ranges). Designers can
preview and edit patterns via in-place layout recommendation
carousels and off-canvas sliders. Besides the layout, designers
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can also define custom responsive factors and create alternative
content accordingly1.

We evaluated DocDancer via a within-subject study with 16
users, DocDancer outperformed Webflow [11], an industry-
leading responsive website builder, in terms of efficiency and
cognitive load. In summary, our primary contributions include
1) DocDancer, a novel WYSIWYG authoring tool for ultra-
responsive documents with popular responsive patterns; 2)
Empirical results validate the DocDancer workflow.

II. RELATED WORK

Responsive web design. Creating responsive websites is a col-
laborative effort between designers and developers. Initially,
designers develop mockups across multiple artboards using
prototyping tools like Figma [12], [13], which are then handed
over to developers for implementation. While prototyping tools
maintain padding during resizing [14], [30], [31], designers
must still create different artboards for structural changes.
Translating artboards into functional responsive designs neces-
sitates programming expertise [18], [32]–[37]. Expresso [38]
infers CSS code but still requires manual keyframe creation.
Website builders like Webflow [11], [16] offer responsive
templates through a WYSIWYG interface, but these templates
focus on resizing only.

Personalized Display and Content. CSS media queries [18]
support responsive factors beyond screen widths, such as res-
olution and aspect ratio. LaaS [39] and C-RWD [19] optimize
web layout through visual saliency. Intelligent recommenda-
tion systems are widely used [40], [41]. DocDancer enables
users to create alternative content and layouts for custom
factors, while how to collect user information and commu-
nicate with the recommender depends on context-aware web
services [42]–[46] and is beyond the scope of our discussion.

Layout generation. Several grid-based document templates
adapt to screen widths [22], [23], and pre-defined widget
templates generate UIs across devices [20], [21]. Constraint-
based iOS and Android developers can specify widget loca-
tions via mathematical equations [47], [48]. Constraint edi-
tors [25], [26], [49]–[58] enable users to specify UI widget
constraints. Content-based authoring tools recommend graphic

1DocDancer video demo: https://youtu.be/883cJyM-aH8
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Method/Tool Screen Width Personalized Factors Recommender WYSIWYG
Prototyping tools (e.g., Figma) [12]–[14] * × × ✓
Website builders (e.g., Webflow) [11], [15]–[17] ✓ × × ✓
CSS Media Queries (Personalized display) [18] ✓ ✓ × ×
C-RWD (Personalized content) [19] ✓ ✓ * ×
Template-based (e.g., Damask) [20]–[24] ✓ × × ✓
Constraint-based (e.g., Decor) [25], [26] ✓ × * *
Content-based (e.g., DesignScape) [27]–[29] * × ✓ ✓
DocDancer ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TABLE I: Literature survey. Comparison between DocDancer and related work in terms of the screen width, personalized
factors, layout recommendations, and WYSIWYG (✓: full support, *: partial support, ×: no support).

design layouts based on design heuristics [27]–[29]. Deep
neural networks trained on large-scale graphics datasets can
also synthesize layouts [59]–[62].

We contrast DocDancer with related work in Table I.

III. USAGE SCENARIO

We present a use case involving Emma, a designer working
for a travel agency, to demonstrate the benefits of DocDancer.

A. Design Requirements

Emma is tasked with creating an email newsletter for a
marketing campaign to promote a trip to Japan. Here are
the key requirements: Mobile-friendliness: past surveys show
that half of the customers read emails on mobile devices.
Accessibility: layouts should be visually pleasing in large font
sizes, as the elderly contribute significantly to the customer
base. Custom Content: different coupons for new and existing
customers. Therefore, Emma needs to create 12 variations of
the newsletter: 2 customer types (new/existing) × 2 font sizes
(normal/large) × 3 screen widths (phone/tablet/desktop). Fig. 1
shows 8 of the finished versions. We now compare Emma’s
authoring experience in a traditional tool and DocDancer.

B. Traditional Workflow

Emma uses Webflow [11], a tool with resizable templates.
Emma selects a template, inserts her content, and manually
adjusts the tablet and phone versions. Subsequently, she du-
plicates the file, replaces coupon content, and modifies font
sizes for different customer segments. It is tedious and error-
prone since Emma must manually apply changes to multiple
files, risking inconsistencies among different versions.

C. DocDancer Workflow

With DocDancer, Emma can create a single document that
seamlessly adapts to various layout and content scenarios.
Figure 2 shows the UI of DocDancer. First, Emma uploads
assets to the asset panel (Fig. 2.1). Then she drags images from
the asset panel to the canvas (Fig. 2.4) and creates a group of
three images (Fig. 2.5). This action triggers responsive pattern
recommendations, which defines a group’s dynamic layout be-
havior across multiple responsive factors. We curated common
responsive patterns in popular responsive websites [64]–[66]
to build a minimal viable responsive pattern library, e.g., grid,
tabs, carousels, etc.)

Mobile-friendliness: The second recommendation
(Fig. 3.1) uses the grid pattern (Fig. 3.2). Emma keeps

previewing recommendations by clicking ³ and finds a
carousel pattern (Fig. 3.3). She adds the carousel pattern to
the group. Then, she sets the group’s pattern to grid when
the screen width is larger than 900px and carousel when it’s
smaller than 900px (Fig. 3.4). The dark and light blue on
sliders indicate active and inactive regions for a pattern.

Accessibility: Next, Emma works on the content for
Japanese restaurants. She creates two groups, each consisting
of an image and a short text description. She wants the
layout of the groups to respond to font size; after previewing
recommendations, she decides to apply a grid pattern for
normal font size (Fig. 4.1), and a tab pattern for large font
size (Fig. 4.2). She adds both and sets the group’s pattern to
be grid when the font size is 100% to 120%, and tab when
the font size is larger than 120% (Fig. 4.3).

Custom content: To present different coupons to different
customers, first, Emma creates a coupon for new customers,
then she clicks Ã add alternatives. The alternative panel
now displays two alternatives, which initially are duplicates,
so Emma can create the second alternative by tweaking the
first one rather than starting from scratch (Fig. 5.1). Emma
then replaces one duplicate with the coupon for existing cus-
tomers (Fig. 5.2). Next, Emma clicks create factors (Fig. 2.7),
names the factor customer, and creates two options, new and
existing, then she binds customer=new to Alternative-1 and
customer=existing to Alternative-2 in the panel (Fig. 5.4).

Emma then inspects all versions by manipulating the re-
sponsive factor values in the Canvas preview panel (Fig. 2.6)
and examines how the layout and content respond on the
canvas. Some combinations are shown in Fig. 1. For the entire
canvas, DocDancer reflows different groups, which prevents
them from overlapping. To revise the dynamic behavior of any
content, Emma can select the content on the canvas or on the
group panel (Fig 2.9) and make edits. When finished, Emma
exports a JSON file, which contains all the information needed
to generate JS/HTML/CSS files. She could also load it back
to DocDancer for further edits.

IV. USER STUDY & EVALUATIONS

We compared DocDancer with Webflow [11], the com-
mercial WYSIWYG website builder with the most responsive
design features. We aim to answer two questions:

• R1: Does DocDancer help users create responsive docu-
ments more efficiently than Webflow?
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Fig. 1: Previews of an ultra-responsive document showing eight different versions of a marketing newsletter with adaptive
layouts and contents designed for different screen widths, font sizes, and customer types.

Fig. 2: Overview of the DocDancer user interface. (1) Asset
panel. (2) Alternative panel (will be populated when alternative
content is created). (3) Toolbar. (4) Canvas. (5) A group of
three images on canvas. (6) Built-in preview sliders for screen
width and font size. (7) Button for creating custom respon-
sive factors. (8) Responsive pattern panel displays responsive
pattern names and active regions. (9) Group panel displays
content hierarchy and responsive pattern information. (Images
are public domain from Unsplash [63].)

• R2: How do users perceive the recommendation-based
and content-first workflow in DocDancer?

We recruited 16 participants (8 females, 8 males), including
6 professional designers and 10 students in design-related

Fig. 3: Responsive pattern recommendations for a group of
three images. (1) Recommended grid pattern. (2) Adjustable
parameters for the grid. (3) Recommended carousel pattern.
(4) The group applies responsive patterns based on screen
width: screen width = 900-1200px: grid; 400-900px: carousel.

majors, with varying years of experience. All participants were
familiar with responsive design, with 12 regularly creating
responsive designs and 4 with prior experience with Webflow.

We conducted a within-participant study to compare Doc-
Dancer with Webflow, randomly and evenly dividing par-
ticipants into two groups (A and B) based on experience.
All user studies were carried out via Zoom and recorded.
Participants watched tutorial videos of both tools and were
then asked to reproduce a given responsive design using both
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Fig. 4: Responsive pattern recommendations applied to a group
of two groups of image and text: (1) Recommended grid
pattern. (2) Recommended tab pattern. (3) The group applies
one of these patterns depending on font size: font size is 100%-
120%: grid, 120%-200%: tab.

Fig. 5: Creating alternatives in DocDancer. (1) Create content
for new customers and add alternatives. (2) Create content for
existing customers. (3) Input names and options of responsive
factors. (4) Bind different options to different content: for
customer = new, show the gift card offer; for customer =
existing, show the discount offer. (5) Both alternatives are
active on all font sizes and screen widths, so which alternative
is shown depends only on the customer variable.

tools. Following the study, participants completed a survey and
engaged in a semi-structured interview. Each session lasted
approximately 1.5 hours, and participants were compensated
with Amazon gift cards ($15/hour). All participants completed
both tasks with minimal guidance.

R1: Does DocDancer help users create responsive doc-

Fig. 6: Task completion time (seconds). DocDancer has much
less completion time than Webflow.

uments more efficiently than Webflow?
We recorded the task completion time for each participant

(Fig. 6). On average, it takes 354.0 seconds (SD = 109.4)
to complete the task in DocDancer and 790.6 seconds (SD =
172.8) in Webflow. We conducted a paired two-sample Wilcox
test (i.e., Mann-Whitney test) and p = 3.052e-05, indicating
DocDancer being significantly faster than Webflow.

We further compared the task completion time for group A
(tA) and group B (tB). In the DocDancer task, on average, tA
= 378.8 seconds (SD = 134.5), tB = 329.4 (SD = 78.4). The
time difference is insignificant (p=0.50, Wilcox rank sum test).
In the Webflow task, tA = 809.9 seconds (SD = 234.8), tB =
771.4 (SD = 89.6). The time difference is also not significant
(p = 0.88, Wilcox rank sum test), suggesting that the task order
did not significantly affect completion time.

In the post-study survey, participants rated DocDancer as
more efficient than Webflow: DocDancer received 3 “Strongly
agree”, 10 “Agree”, and 3 “Neutral”, while Webflow received
3 “Strongly agree”, 7 “Agree”, 5 “Neutral”, and 1 “Disagree”.
Neither tool receives “Strongly disagree.” Participants also
rated DocDancer as less mentally demanding: for DocDancer,
7 participants rated “Very low”, 3 “Low”, 4 “Medium” and 2
“High”; For Webflow, no participants rated “Very low”, 6 rated
“Low”, 4 “Neutral”, 5 “High” and 1 “Very high”.

R2: How do users perceive the recommendation-based
and content-first workflow in DocDancer?
Ease of learning. Participants found Webflow’s complex, with
some struggling to remember where to add a grid template or
how to modify the number of columns. Conversely, they found
DocDancer intuitive to use. P12 said, “if you want to create
very simple documents that are responsive [...] people who are
not from a design background can still work in DocDancer,
but not necessarily [in] Webflow.”
Content-first vs. template-first layout authoring. In Doc-
Dancer, after users have created content groups, they only
need to preview and select the recommended layout, while
in Webflow, they need to modify the responsive template
for structural changes. P10 said, “Switching between different
patterns is easy, it’s also non-destructive, I don’t need to delete
or recreate but just switch to a different layout. It’s also much
simpler than Webflow [...] I don’t have to think about which
layout I want to use beforehand, I can preview all different
options before I make the decision, less mentally demanding.”

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have introduced DocDancer, an authoring tool for ultra-
responsive documents, significantly streamlining the design
workflow via responsive layout recommendations and custom
factors. We believe DocDancer is only the beginning of
authoring tools tailored for responsive design, with numerous
areas for future research: (1) Data-driven recommendations:
with more responsive designs available, machine learning
models could replace the current heuristic pattern match. (2)
Global layout optimization: currently, DocDancer recom-
mends layout for each group independently, future work could
optimize responsive layout for the entire page.
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